
Perpetuating techniques which contribute to a longevity lifestyle.
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any years ago, Adano Ley, my astrology and _
spiritual teacher gave me a specific time to "l

'
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chart the progress of the U.S. I have mainly
kept that chart to myself since very few other astrologers
think to use it as it is not based on the Declaration of

in
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Independence but on the actual birth of the nation as evi- t; ff; ‘jf
denced by the signing of the Treaty at Yorktown a couple of "`~"- #

§'f"̀
3years later. My teacher’s thinking was that the Declaration

Independence equates to the conception of the country, while the
"a " n

Treaty which resulted in the final break from England is equal to the birth: the cord is cut
from the mother (country), the same as in aperson’s natal chart. In the past, I could not say
much about the Treaty chart until I had foimd some event which would conclusively indi-
cate to me that I had the correct time. In fact, I had said amonth before the terrorist attack
that if something didn’thappen that was totally shocking to our country by December, then
the chart would be incorrect. Such an event was, of course, the terrorist attack of 9/ll.

Whether it be coincidental or intentional, the terrorist attack in NYC happened on Septem-
ber l l , the same numbers we use to telephone for help. The question becomes: who is

calling and who is answering?
Here’s where astrology can be

helpful. If you look at thechart to
the right, you will see twoconcen-
tric circles. The inner circle is the

placement of the stars at the time
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those of you who donot know very
much (or nothing) about how as-

trology works, I amcomparing the

placement of the stars between
twoevents in order tosee what en-

ergies were at play. Astrology is

very similar to meteorology but in
the case of the former weare deal-

ing with invisible energies. We
can see rain or sunshine, but we
can’t see stress or joy. These are

things wefeel, but though i m s een , propel usto action andperhaps in aneven more forceiiil

way:because wecan’t see them they have control over us. For instance, wemay have some

anger that we haven’t dealt with...we haven’t needed to. But suppose we go through an

anger “storm” which increases our anger and forces us to deal with its source. Wemight
very easily do something to bring it all to the surface: yell at our spouse, boss, shoot some-
one, or some other aggressive activity. After we get fired ordivorced or go to jail wesay,
“Boy, I didn’t know I was that angry. ...” as if we’re surprised by our feelings. The joy of

astrology is its ability to keep you informed and therefore forearmed against unnecessary
adversity.

#14

Back to our chart. The first thing to notice is the planet Uranus shown by the glyph Ri.
Look for it onthe far left of the chart sittingon the strong horizontal line. Werefer to this as
Uranus conjimct the Ascendant and it means in the broadest sense shocking unexpected
change. Uranus was in the exact same position 84 years ago when three merchant ships
were bombed by Germany forcing the U.S. into World War I. Uranus makes his circuit

aroimd the Sun in 84 years, so you can expect something similar to happen again in 2085.

Uranus is found in the 5”’ house of the U.S. ‘nata1’ chart and indicates that, as anation, our

Continued on next page
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The winter solstice on Dec 21” finds Mercury in Capricom,
5\/enus in Sagittarius, Mars in Pisces, Jupiter and Saturn retro-
grade inCancer and Gemini respectively. Uranus and Neptune

3are still in Aquarius although Uranus is nearing the end and ap-
proaching Pisces. Pluto is in the middle of Sag where he will
remain until 2008. See the main article for info about the Pluto/
Saturn opposition.

Dec 25- Happy Holiday!

Dec 26 -Venus moves into Capricorn: the retieent heart.

Dec. 30-Full Moon and Lunar eclipse at 8° Cancer brings is-
sues of career/home to the forefront.

Jan 1, 2002 -Don’t forget to eat those black-eyed peas! t

lan 3-Mercurymoves into Aquarius which isanexcellentcombo
fof energy for brilliant/intuitive thinking.

Jan 18 -Big Day! Mercury goes retrograde: even brilliant think-

ing/writing needs to be edited. Marsmoves into Aries, his home
releasing the peut-up energy he accumulated in Pisces; andVe-
nus goes intoAquarius, the lover of humanity.

Jan 19 -Sunmoves into Aquarius, the free-d-Om sign, the rebeller.
the iconoclast. With Mercury and Venus, Neptune and Uranus
already here, you could enjoy a major head trip over the next
several weeks.

Jan 28- Full Moon in Leo and a very active one as the Moon
makes oppositions to all the Aquarian planets.

Feb 2 -Ground Hog Day which marks the Druidscelebration of
the half waymark between the Solstice and the Equinox. Itmeans
we can see that the days are growing longer.

Feb 3 -Mercury backs into Capricorn for a few days- seriousor
negative.

tFeb 7 - Saturn goes direct. This could help the economy begin
its recovery from recession.

.Feb 8 - Mercury goes direct easing tensions. Communications
lflow more easily. ~

Feb ll -Venus moves into Pisces bringing the prayer aspectof
love, but don’t let imagination entrap you.

Feb 12 - Chinese New Year of the Horse. Historically, Horse
Years are turning points, i.e. WWI. which can present danger or
opportunity. lt will be a forceful and bold year favoring ambi-
tion and courage. The Horse canjump over the highest hurdles!

Traditionally this year is good for cultural pursuits. And the per-
son bom in the year of the Horse is lcnown for his intelligence
and strength.

Feb 13-Mercury is back in Aquarius.

Feb. 18- Sun enters Pisces. Those opposing fishes give us lots
of choices: one might be: self-undoing oradaptability?

Feb 27-Full moon in Virgo.

March l -Mars enters Taurus: the slow and plodding Bull gets
the job done. Jupiter goes direct again, further helping the
economy and business

March 7 -Venus moves into Aries who is too masculine for re-
ceptive Venus; however if you need bea bit moreassertive, now’s
the time.

March ll - Mercury moves into Pisces. Great for poetry, but
beware of deceit. This can be much more troublesome than a
retrograde Mercury. There is no “something for nothing.”

‘March20-The Sun goes into Aries, Spring has spnmg! See you

pin the next issue of Longevity Circuit.

people (Uranus rules "thepeople”) put our energy and muscle
into procedures that create products. Inother words we love
technology. business. the money we earn. consumable as-
sets and added value. ln short, weare amaterialistic society
which thinks nothing of increasing productivity at the ex-
pense of the human element. Sorry, I`m not making this up,
it’s acceptable astrological interpretation! Over the years,
the planet Uranus moves counterclockwise around the chart
so that now, it is in the 12"* house of change- by death, re-
tum. and retribution. The 12"’house refers to issues of our
undoing, where wego to jail for wrongdoing, or to the hos-
pital to die or where things come back tohaunt us. And good
things can come out of all this: atonement, healing, making
restitution. The 12"'house is symbolizedby two fish moving
in opposite directions. BUT they are tmited by asilver cord.
lt`s like the yin/yang symbol: in everything good something
evil is contained and vice versa. Uranus has been moving
through this house for the last 7 yearsand whena few months
ago it hit the Ascendant (the heavy black line you seeonthe
chart) the hidden results of what wehave been doing in the
world became apparent by subversive attack. You could al-
most say we have done this to ourselves by our incorrect
materialistic past actions and they have come back to haunt
us. When Uranuscrosses the Ascendent it is awake-up call
whether it happens in your natal chart or the chart of the
U.S. Uranus cares not what he does so long as it produces
some level of enlightenment. I amincluding some excerpts
from a letter from Deepak Chopra that give us some ideas
where weneed to lighten up. (Seethe letter onthe last page)

What else did the event chart say? Remember that Pluto/
Satum opposition 1have been writing about for so long? In
the Spring issue I wrote:

“Beginning in April, Satmn will have jockeyed its position
to face off or confront Pluto’s in the cosmos. ln other words.
the entire planet will experience the energies of these two
powerful forces at odds with one another. It̀ s the Fascist at
war with the Authoritarian. Astrologers often speak of war
when two such stalwart planets face off. It`s the energy ot̀
the professional eliminator and regenerator, the alchemist
and transformer of base metal into gold. It’s the “vale of
unshed tears" due to emotional repression. lt’s nithless de-
termination and a fanatical adherence to one’s principles. It
often results in the loss of one’s fortune and self-destructive
energy but at its best it is magical, tenaciousand tough. The
exact phase occurs between 12-16 degrees of Sagittarius/
Gemini and the greatest intensity will most likely be felt
begirming in July lasting for about a year, until the s n n i m er

of 2002. In the chart of the USA this energy appears in thc
10"' house of the president and conjoins with the USA Sat-
urn in the 10"' house.

Tobe more specific. Pluto rules political undergrounds. es-
pionage, plots. anarchists and terrorists. And the attack was
focussed on everything they hate about us: our materialistic
society, oraggressions and ourpolitics. (Our Pluto and Mars
conjunct in the USnatall2”‘house indicating we are subver-

sively aggressive ourselves.) This energy will be strongly
active for the entire country until the end of May, 2002 when
Satum begins to move away, but Pluto will continue to put
our President in jeopardy for another year before all this is
over. Saturn transiting through the 4*” house of the USchart
indicates Americans are homebotmd which is exactly what
is happening (as well as the lower real estate values that l

predicted). Try to keep in mind the alchemical nature of this

energy and see how this event can transform youpersonally.

ln addition during the event, Neptune in the 12"’ was at the
midpoint of Pluto and Mars. Fbertin says this energy signi-

(Continued on the next page)
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lies "irreeonci1ab1eness, cunning and deceit, the tendency to
cause harm to others secretly and a disaster or catastrophe
caused by (inthis case) air." For those of you who have strong
feelings of paranoia you may well be correct. Unfortunately
that is no excuse for not continuing to grow and gain insight.
Lack of clarity and confusion is often a window of opportu-
nity to see things differently. Joseph Campbell tells usin the
Power ofMyth that wcmust be able to find ourselves in any
environment.

llere are some other transits of note, although you can’t see
them on the newsletter chart. l .)The directed Sim is currently
conjoining the lowest point in the USchart indicating a way
of life iscomplete and that a fresh start isavailable. When last
this occurred, in 1641, the colonists were fighting the native
Amerinds, Virginia was established as a colony (and Virginia
is where the final battle against the British was fought), New
England fomied its Confederation and The Great Migration
ofPuritans occurred in Massachusetts. What we can gain from

history is that this may be the time when Americans take more
interest in politics through a grassroots effort. The last elec-
tion did not indicate that but it may take more problems at
home before we see that doing nothing is doing something.
John Burke said many years ago, "All it takes for evil to reign
if for good men to do nothing." 2.) The progressed Moon was
conjoining Satum in the 10”" house indicating that the Presi-
dent was targeted, and that the public is on his side (and Jupi-
ter in the 5'” indicates his popularity) but that this will change
in the next year. 3.) the transiting NorthNode was conjoining
the natal Uranus pointing to the fatedness of the attack, the

joining of forces with others (i.c., Hollywood coming together
to raise money for the Red Cross). and the possibility of each
individual s̀ growth.

What does the near future hold?

, - 1

lranus makes one last conjunct to the Ascendent on January
l l , 2002 (for those of you into numbers, that s̀ l/ l l) ending
the unexpected and tmpredictable. Satum ends its trine to
Mars by the end of February signifying the end of war. The
Sun tiine Uranus in March brings positive change at least in
the marketplace. These energies lead me to conclude that the
worst could be over by then even though we still have some
unfmished business with our president and those iti positions
of authority.

O
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JOSEPH CAMPBELL AND THE POWER OF MYTH.
lf you, like the rest of us, are searching for meaning behind the
recent terrorist attack, a good place to go looking is in the T.V.
series that Campbell, just before he died. did with Bill Moyers.
If you can t̀ find that, then get a copy of the poorly edited book,
based on the series. Here are some exceprts from the video:

“lzternity is not a long time. Etemity has nothing to do with
me. Etemity is a dimension of here and now which thinking

and time cuts out. lf you don’t get it here you won’t get it

anywhere and the experience of etemity right here and now is
the function of life.”

C-’.

“The virtues of the past are the problems of today.”

"IIowto live ahuman lit̀ etime under any circumstances... myth
can tell you that."

.\

Ihe serpent represents the power of life in the field of time to
throw off death. The Buddha represents the power of life in the
field of etemity to be etemally alive."

"TheBoddhisatva realizes his identity with etemity at the same
mehis participation in time."

Cf.

“Dreams are manifestations in image f̀ orin of energies of the
ody which are in conflict with each other. Myths are the con-
icts of the organs in the body."

",_'§U"

This Hindu myth comesfrom Campbell ’sbook, “Myths to Live
By” whiclz I recommend be read as an aid to umlerstanding

eethe soul is as old asGod and if God is etemal polaris, or
what we call the constant polarity of life, then he is ...he
has no beginning, he has no end. He is Alpha and Omega;

he is self existing. Now God is not a person. When we use the
word `God’ weare always going to be confused with some per-
sonage sitting on the throne, when in reality there isno such per-
son sitting on a throne.

God is the creative principle of etemal polarity and out of that
etemal polarity we must have a creation based upon desire or
will. It iscalled cosmic law. You ean’t have a creation imless you
have negative and positive. There is no existence without it. So
wehave to have these two forces existing in two different direc-
tional flows, negative is not bad and positive is not ultra good. It
is the directional flowupon itself that makes it continuous or eter-
nal. Now, as long as it’s a creation and we are the result of the
creation. we will be viewing it with our minds, we will not be
viewing it with our souls.

Therefore we will have no comprehension of it as it is, we will
only have a comprehension of it as it appears asit is by the use of
the mind. Our mind is going to give us an apparent appearance of
something on a sensory level, but never on an intuitive/ oneness
level. We have toachieve that condition and that is what youcall
the breakthrough of the darkness in the brain.

"When thine eyes are single, the whole body is jitll oflight and
the light shines in the darkness and the darkness comprehends il
riot.”

This darkness that you see when you close your eyes is the result
of the density of the desire make up of the body and until that
density is dispersed, you can’t see the pure light of God inside.
Now this whole body becomes light, atomic light, because it is
energy equal to the mass times the velocity of light squared and
the actual experience is seeing it. Now the light of the soul, which
you are, is the brilliance of nine Suns... So the body is the con-
tainer or the manifested fortn for the experience. You cannot ex-
perience it without this fonn.

Transcribedfrom a tape dated, Jan 1973. The entire CD
is available from Paul Sakionfor cost. (415)221-1005
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ourpresent world situation.

“At the very start ot̀ history of the universe the gods and their
chief enemies, the anti-gods, were engaged in one of their eter-
nal wars. They decided this time to conclude a truce and in coop-
eration to churn the Milky Ocean--the Universal Sea--for it but-
ter of immortality. They took for their churning paddle the Cos-
mic Mountain and for a twirling cord they wrapped the Cosmic
Serpent around it. Then with the gods all pulling and the head
end and the atitigodsat the tail, they caused that Cosmic Mounain
to whirl. And they had been chuming for a thousand years when
a great black cloud of absolutely poinsonous smoke came up out
of the waters and the chuming had to stop. They had broken
through to anunprecedented source of power, and what they were
experiencing first were its negative lethal effects. If the work
were to continue, someone was going to have to swallow and
absorb the poisonous cloud and there was only one who would
be capable of such an act, the god of yoga, Shiva. l-lcjust took
that entire cloudinto his begging bowl and at one gulp drank it
down. holding itby yoga at the level of his throat. which tumed
his whole throat blue. Then when that was done, all the other
gods and antigods returned to their common labor. And they
churned and they chumed un til a number of wonderful benefits
began coming up out of the cosmic sea: the moon. the sun, a t i

elephant, a steed. certain medicines and finally a great radiant
vessel filled with ambrosial butter. This old Indian myth l offer
as a parable for our world today, as an exhortation to press on
with the work. beyond fear."



The following is part of a letter from Deepak Chopra that was sent to me onthe Intemet
seems to meto be a very balanced opinion that I wanted to share with you.

“As wehear the calls for tightened American security and a fierce military
response to terrorism, it is obvious that none of us has any answers.
However, wefeel compelled to ask some questions. Everything has a cause, so
wehave to ask, What was the root cause of this evil? Wemust fmd out not
superfieially but at the deepest level. There is no doubt that such evil is
alive all around the world and is even celebrated.

Does this evil grow from the suffering and anguish felt by people wedon't
know and therefore ignore? Have they lived in this condition for a long
time?

One assumes that whoever did this attack feels implacable hatred for
America. Why were we selected to be the focus of suffering around the
world? All this hatred and anguish seems to have religion at its basis.
Isn’t something terribly wrong when jihads and wars develop in the name of
God? lsn’t God invoked with hatred in Ireland, Sri Lanka, India. Pakistan.
Israel, Palestine, and even among the intolerant sects ot`America?

Can any military response make the slightest difference in the underlying
cause? Is there not a deep wound at the heart of humanity?

If there is a deep wound, doesn’t it affect everyone?
When generations of suffering respond with bombs, suicidal attacks. and

biological warfare. who first developed these weapons? Who sells them? Who

gave birth to the satanic technologies now being turned against us?
If all of us are wounded. will revenge work? Will punishment in any form

toward anyone solve the wound oraggravate it? Will an eye for an eye, a
tooth for a tooth, and limb for a limb, leave us all blind, toothless and

crippled?
Tribal warfare has been going on for two thousand years and has now been

magnified globally. Can tribal warfare be brought to an end? Is patriotism
and nationalism even relevant anymore. or is this another fomi of tribalism?
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What are you and I as persons going to do about what is happening? Can we
afford to let the deeper wound fester any longer?

Everyone is calling this an attack on America, but is it not a rift in our
collective soul? lsn’t this an attack on civilization from without that is
also from within?
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When wehave secured our safety once more and cared for the wounded. after
the period of shock and mourning is over, it will be time for soul

searching. I only hope that these questions are confronted with the deepest
spiritual intent. None of uswill feel safe again behind the shield of

military might and stockpiled arsenals. There can be no safety until the
root cause is faced. ln this moment of shock I don't think anyone of us has

the answers. It is imperative that we pray and offer solace and help to

each other. But if you and I are having a single thought of violence or
hatred against anyone in the world at this moment, weare contributing to
the wounding of the world."
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